Benign Fibrous Histiocytoma of the Sacrum: A Rare Scenario
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Abstract

Benign fibrous histiocytoma (BFH) of bone is quite rare, and here we report the second case of such tumor originating from sacrum, with the first being reported in an 18-year-old female. The overlapping clinical, radiological, and histopathological findings make it a difficult diagnosis along with the fact that it is a rare diagnosis. In this case report, we present the diagnostic difficulties and optimal treatment for such cases. A 46-year-old male presented to OPD with complaint of numbness in left foot since 1 month, and intermittent urinary incontinence for 2 weeks. On examination, the straight leg raising test was positive of left side, extensor hallucis longus (EHL) was weak in both lower limbs, and bilateral ankle jerks were diminished. MRI showed well-defined lobulated solid mass lesion, which is T1 hypointense and T2 hyperintense and homogeneously involving the S1 vertebral body, with involvement of the right sacral ala, and right sacral foramen seen at S1 and S2 levels extending into the spinal canal till L4 level. Excision through a posterior midline incision was performed taking care to preserve the traversing nerves. Postoperatively, remarkable improvement in pain with no major residual neurological deficit was observed. Patient was followed-up till 9 months; patient's incontinence improved over a period of 3 months and has stayed the same until the last follow-up.
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Introduction

Benign fibrous histiocytoma (BFH) of the bone is an interesting and rare tumor. The first case of BFH sacrum was reported in an 18-year-old female patient. We present here the second case of BFH arising from sacrum. BFH is locally aggressive and has to be differentiated from other benign fibrous bone lesions like xanthomas, nonossifying fibroma, and fibrous cortical defect.

Case History

A 46-year-old male came to OPD with numbness of left foot for 1 month, developed severe low backache intermittently, and was unable to ambulate during such episodes. He also had intermittent urinary incontinence for last 2 weeks. Examination revealed numbness over medial aspect of left foot and left hallux, and bilateral ankle jerks were diminished. Perianal sensations were normal, with preserved anal reflex. MRI showed well-defined lobulated solid mass lesion, which was T1 hypointense and T2 hyperintense and homogeneously involving the S1 vertebral body, with involvement of the right sacral ala, and right sacral foramen seen at S1 and S2 levels extending into the spinal canal till L4 level (►Fig. 1).

Histopathological findings: (►Fig 2A shows plump to spindled tumor cells with hyperchromatic nuclei, H&E 400x. B–D) Immunohistochemistry showed positivity for EMA,
S-100 and CK. Tumor cells show round to oval, moderately pleomorphic nuclei with clumped chromatin and inconspicuous nucleoli; scattered infiltrate of chronic inflammatory cells seen, H&E 400x.

A final diagnosis of BFH of the sacrum was made.

Exploration was done via dorsal midline incision and bilateral laminectomy of S1, 2, and L5 was performed. Tumor was pale, rubbery, and moderately vascular. Care was taken to preserve all the cauda equina structures. Utmost precautions were taken to stay posterior to presacral fascia. Postoperatively, the patient developed cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leak which was managed conservatively and stopped by 7 days. The patient was sent home with bladder training and pelvic floor strengthening exercises. At 9 months of follow-up, the patient was symptomatically improved with improved bladder control and improved extensor hallucis
longus (EHL) weakness. Patient was ambulatory and his back-ache had significantly diminished.

**Discussion**

In general, very few cases of BFH arising from other bone sites have been reported.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^7\) It is very interesting to see and report this as the second case of BFH of sacrum with canal stenosis and neurological signs and symptoms of presentation.

The various primary sacral tumors described in their descending order of frequency are giant cell tumor, chordoma, aneurysmal bone tumor, osteoblastoma, osteosarcoma, and chondrosarcoma.\(^8\) Malignant fibrous histiocytoma, leiomyosarcoma, and myxopapillary ependymoma occurring outside the central nervous system (CNS) are other rare primary sacral tumors.\(^8\)

BFH, classified as fibrohistiocytic groups of soft-tissue tumors, is still poorly understood since its inception 30 years ago.\(^9\) The histopathogenesis of the malignant form of fibrous histiocytoma\(^5\) helps in the understanding of fibrous histiocytoma. Ultrastructural, enzyme histochemical, and immunohistochemical studies show similarities to the “fibro histiocytoid” cell lines of chronic inflammation.\(^9\) The salient features are prominent storiform pattern of uniform spindle cells with ill-defined eosinophilic cytoplasm and bland, scattered lymphocytes, either multinucleated giant cells, osteoclastic giant cells or foam cells in 59%, usually less than 5 mitotic figures/10 HPF and the myxoid or hyaline stroma.

The first difficulty involves differentiating this lesion from a soft-tissue lesion and nonossifying fibroma. Criteria\(^5\),\(^9\) are used to define this lesion as arising from the bone, because radiologically it is centred over the bone; it does not breach the presacral fascia anteriorly and is confined to the bone posteriorly. Nonossifying fibroma, although histologically similar to BFH, is primarily found primarily in children of 7 to 13 years of age, found in growing bones, remains asymptomatic for a long time, disappears spontaneously, and is discovered incidentally.

BFH is locally aggressive and presents with pain due to either pathological fracture or neurogenic in nature.\(^5\),\(^9\) Additionally, other related benign fibrous tumors also need to be differentiated. This is supported by a similar case report of myxoma progressing to myxofibrosarcoma in a young woman, which was found to be recurring five times before the final diagnosis was made.\(^5\),\(^7\) Radiologically, chordoma and BFH are homogenous and isointense without variable contrast enhancement, while aneurysm bone cyst might have fluid levels, and giant cell tumor is heterogenous with irregular contrast enhancement. While BFHs are known to be locally aggressive, data regarding their malignant transformation are scarce. There has been one instance when a malignant transformation occurred in an atypical fibrous histiocytoma.\(^5\),\(^9\)

BFH of the sacrum has many differential diagnoses, and it is imperative to arrive at the right diagnosis in wake of its rarity at this site. Although local treatment seems adequate (with meticulous techniques to preserve the nerve roots and pelvic stabilization), it is of outmost important to keep these patients on regular follow-up to diagnose any malignant transformation or recurrence.
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